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Summary
Ogam (also spelt Ogham) was the earliest form of writing and communication known in

the British Isles and in Scandinavia, where ancient traditions insist that it was introduced
by the Druids, who, according to the indigenous traditions of the !sles, were Black
African dwarfs and magicians. Research conducted by Marija Gimbutas has linked
Ogam with the "Old European Script" dating back to 5,300 B.C. (Marija Gimbutas, The
Language of the Goddess, see Ego Nyland Website, 1996). Ogam appears to have a
connection with the ancient Cretan script called Linea-A (see Plate 4) which Iike Ogam
was written in colurnns and strokes. Ogam inscriptions appear as etchings on thousands
of stone monoliths scattered throughout Ireland. Irish scholars maintain that Ogam is
much older than their native Celtic language, which is as good as saying that those who
wrote Ogam lived in Ireland before the genetic ancestors oftoday's Irish people appeared
in the land. The Catherine Acholonu Research Center, Abuja has conducted research on
the phenomenon called Ogam and co me to the conclusion, based on the ease with which
the until then never-before-translated Ogam writings, actually translated into atonal
language in Nigeria - a West Mrican country - Igbo to be precise, that Ogam belongs to
the Niger-Congo body oftonallanguages ofWest Mrica.
Edo Nyland Ibid., 1996) an Ogam scholar, who has done much work transcribing Ogam
and even coming up with an Ogam Dictionary, writes:
Many people have tried to translate the inscriptions using the Celtic
language, but without any success. Not a single genuine Ogam inscription
is written in Celtic ... The Celtic language did not yet exist at the time these
petroglyphs were made ...
In the course of conducting field research on ancient Rock Art in the West Mrican
environment, with particular emphasis on Southern Nigeria, my team found strong
evidence that seemed to suggest that ancient people from Southern Nigeria who spoke a
language that belonged to the Kwa linguistic family had left behind aseries of enigmatic

Rock inscriptions that had baffled anthropologists and historians since they were
discovered in the turn of the 20 th century by British colonial officials Charles Partridge
(1903), P.A. Talbot (1926) and Philip Allison (1963). (Philip Allison, Cross River
Monoliths, 1967). The Cross River Monoliths, as they have come to be known, consist of
over 300 units of oval shaped basalt rock of between 3 and 6 feet in height located in
villages and forests in Ikom Local govemment, Cross river State, Nigeria. (Catherine
Acholonu, The Gram Code of Afriean Adam, Stone Books and Cave Libraries,
Reeonstrueting 450,000 Years of Afriea 's Lost Civihzations, 2005) Ikom monoliths are
listed on the World Monument Fund '2008 Watch List of 100 Most Endangered Sites' as
being over 2,000 years old. (See Plate 1; see also World Monument Fund Website
www.wmforg) According to Jocelyn Murray's description of the distribution of
languages on the African continent in Cultural Atlas of Afriea, the Kwa group of
languages is an arm of the Niger-Congo sub-family of Niger-Kordofanian. Niger
Kordofanian spreads across half of Africa and its child the Niger-Congo is traditionally
spoken in West Africa. Kwa is spoken in Southern Nigeria, Ghana, Togo and Benin
Republic.
For four years, between 2001 and 2005, we worked on transcribing the Cross River
monoliths and made the first breakthrough in July 2005 when we were able to translate
one word of the inscriptions. It was in the course of searching for possible linkages with
other stone inscriptions around the world that we stumbled upon Ogam.
POSSIBLE CULTURAL ORIGINS OF OGAM
Ogam has survived in Ireland, Scotland, Wales and England as the "language ofMagic".
Some sampies have also been discovered in USA, notably in West Virginia. Dr. Barry
Fell of Harvard University has been studying the phenomenon of the Ogam writing.
(Barry fell, "Wonderful West Virginia", in Ameriea B.C., March, 1983) Because Ogam
shares the Vowel-Consonant-Vowel (V-C-V) structure of morphemes with the Basque
language, Barry Fell came to the conclusion that Ogam originated from Basque: a
language used among Native Tuaregs of the Sahara regions in North Mrica. But Edo
Nyland (op. eil.) admits that "no one has been able to translate one single Ogam word"
with or without Basque, which means that Ogam has no real affinity with the Basque
language. Ongoing research however, seems to suggest that the Akan who are ofthe Kwa
linguistic family have numerous cultural affinities with the ancient Egyptians, Libyans
and the ancient Garammante. (Eva Meryowitz, The Divine Kingship of Ghana and
Aneient Egypt, 1960; Akan Traditions of Origin, 1952; Kwame Osei, The Ancient
Egyptian Origins of the Akan, 1996) It is therefore quite possible that cultural
transference could have occurred indirectly via Egypt and Libya, through Greece and the
Aegean, to Europe. This would explain the presence of the Linea-A writing (plate 4) in
Crete. Phoenician influences as culture bearers who traversed the seas around Africa and
the rest of the ancient world, are not ruled out. Phoenicians were Canaanites and Biblical
records (Genesis) maintain that Canaanites were prehistoric migrants, Hamites who left
their Mrican homeland to populate Palestine. The Akan case is not an isolated case, for
emerging anthropological information would seem to suggest that the ancient speakers of
the Kwa family of languages (to which the Akan belong) had migrated South from North
Mrica circa 4,000 years ago. This is particularly true of the Igbo and would tend to
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stand for the letter '0', etc. (See Item. 1, No. 1 and 3). Vowels are determined by vertical
or horizontallines or dots across the stern (See Item. 1, No. 4).
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Item2

Below is a list of Ogam codes transcribed from the original stone inscriptions by Barry
Fell. Their ancient creators purposely left blank spaces where most of the vowels are
supposed to be. We worked on the project for several weeks, supplying vowels for the
blank spaces through the process of trial and error. The result was astounding. Also
included here are sampies of OUf transcription of the Horse Creek Petroglyphs of West
Virginia (Plate 3), USA, listed here as critique of Barry Fell's translations of same using
Basque, which he admits, do not make any kind of meaning in any known language.
Ogam sentences we worked on are listed by the serial numbers by which they have been
identified on the stones in the open and in museums as recorded by Barry Fell and Edo
Nyland. Making provision for slight errors that may have occurred in the course of
transcribing from the stones by Fell, we came out with the phrases listed below: Ogam
sentences are Iisted word-by-word on the top rows, (indicating missing letters as
they OCCUI' on the stones), while the corresponding Igbo wordsl sentences, are listed
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Translation: "When you work hard to lay asolid foundation,
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Lesson: Lasting success is the result of hard work and perseverance. One poised to
succeed takes no advice from
people and charlatans.
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Oma akwu-kwo iyi, ima-ri ihe iyi ma.
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Lesson: Literacy is not wisdom.
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We have lsolated in brackets the authors' tendency to repeat the last voweIs of preceding
words when the next ward begins with a consonant. This would tend to suggest that the
sentences were meant as rhythmical incantations, wh ich are essential attributes maglC.
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'god ofsongs', elephant: king ofthejungle. Eri seems to have had links with the Yoruba
ancient town ofIjesha giving rise to the terms l!-nn-ljesha, Erin-lle which mean 'Ijesha of
Eri, the place ofEri'.

It does appear that though Igbo and Yoruba branched off from the same mother language
- K wa, Igbo language might have retained more similarities with the original (proto) K wa
spoken and written by the Kwa ancestors of both peoples who might have been the
inventors of Ogam. This would explain why Igbo is doser to Ogam than Yoruba. We can
make this assertion because we actually attempted unsuccessfully to create Y oruba
sentences out of the Ogam phrases, working with Yoruba native speakers. Their
conclusion was that though individual Ogam word made several meanings in Yoruba
language, each sentence needed additional conjunctions, pronouns and articles to make
any kind of sense. We are hoping to elicit reactions from scholars working on Ogam to
consider its possible links with other Niger-Congo languages and other languages of Sub
Saharan Mrica.
Emerging facts from new research seem to strongly suggest that ancient West Africans
were responsible for megalithic stone works in ancient Europe and the Americas and
elsewhere. A lost Pre-historic city which no one knew existed and which is beyond living
memory was excavated in the 1950s by a young British archaeologist Thurstan Shaw and
dated 900 AD. Emerging facts from 20 years of consistent search on Africa's Pre-history
have provided undeniable evidence that Shaw's dating was off the mark by several
millennia, and that Shaw did not disclose the fact that he found a lost city. After it was
disdosed that finding of buried treasure was anormal experience as long as the present
inhabitants have been there, and after the archaeological reconnaissance mission
confirmed that Igbo Ukwu town was sitting on aburied Prehistoric city, it became c1ear
that Igbo Ukwu might be the ans wer to Ef,l)'pt's lost city ofHeliopolis. For more on Igbo
Ukwu and its and its place in history, see Acholonu, et. al., The Lost Testament oi the
Ancestors oiAdam (2010)
Zecharia Sitchen, in When Time Began, Book IV of his phenomenal Earth
Chronicles, wrote, that if European legends be "deemed as conveyors of historical fact,
then the one about Africans coming to erect the megalithic circles at Stonehenge" in the
British Isles is conveying an important piece of world history not unconnected with the
same Black West Mricans who created the Olmec civilization of South America around
3,000 B.c. (p. 323). More research by the Catherine Acholonu Research Center has
thrown up more information about the West Mrican Pre-historic world travelers. In our
first book in the Adam series, we noted that a there was a Prehistoric Black Mrican world
conqueror whose name was Kush, the records of whose global conquests were reported in
the ancient mythologies of Ethiopia, Egypt, Greece and many others; that this world
conqueror left records of his conquests on stone everywhere he went, and that he was the
same person whom the Egyptians called Osiris (Khem), the Indians
and the
Sumerians Esh.
Ikom monoliths (see plate 1) of Cross River State, Nigeria have been officially
listed by the World Monument Fund in its 2008 Watch List oi 100 Most Endangered Si/es
(it was nominated for listing by the Acholonu research team), where it was designated as
"an ancient form ofwriting and visual communication ... dating from before 2,000 B.c."

/
This is an off1cial proc1amation that more than 4,000 years ofBlack Sub-Saharan Mrican
history is written on these stones waiting to be deciphered. One monolith actually be ars
facial features that spell out the word K-h-e-m, written in a combination of letters from
Dravidian Malayalam and Sumerian proto-cuneiform. It confirms the Ethiopic record that
Kush (Khem) wrote his name on stone wherever he went (The Gram Code, p. 15). We
have demonstrated in our book The Gram Code of African Adam, our step by step
interpretation of the graphie illustration, by these ancient stone authors, of picture
equivalents of portions of Sumerian and Biblical Genesis. The creation or ordering of the
planets of the Solar System, the c1eaving asunder of the mother Planet Gaia and the
Sumerian story of the 'gathering of the parted waters of the firmament by the c1enched
fists of the Creator' are illustrated on the monolith known as Wisdom Stone (plate 1,
below). In our latest book on the Adam Series - The Lost Testament of the Ancestors of
Adam - we demonstrated that the monoliths were the so called writings which the Hebrew
patriarch, Enoch, left on stone, illustrating the planets and the stars. For more on the
methods and literatures through which we arrived on these conc1usions, see the three
books ofthe Adam Trilogy.
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ARTICLE ON "OGAM AND IGBO COLUMN WRITING" - (PICTURES)
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Plate 2: SampIes ofIgbo column writing
(Copyright by Catherine Acholonu).

Platel: A Cross River monolith
with inscriptions highligbted in cbalk
(pboto, chalking and copyright by
Catherine AchoJonu).
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Plate 3: Ogam Inscription- Horse Creek Petroglyph ofWest Virginia discovered by Dr. Barry Fell

PJate 4: Cretan Linea A writing

Plate 6: Pottery excavated at Igbo Ukwu in 2010 shows
Ogam-like lines (copyright Catherine Acholonu).
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